Qohash ReconTM
Advanced on-premise file analysis
and data classification solution

OVERVIEW
Qohash Recon™ is the most advanced on-premise file analysis and data
classification solution. Designed to find your most sensitive data, Recon™
supports leading cloud-based, user-centric storage technologies as
well as endpoints and servers. Qohash Recon™ finds and classifies PII
10x faster than competing solutions, whether on Windows, Mac or Linux
machines, all in a compact, efficient sensor.
Qohash Recon™ is ideal for organizations with PII, PHI or other sensitive
data that users or 3rd party services process. Examples include banks,
insurance companies, consumer services, regulators, auditors, legal firms
or anyone tasked with finding and securing sensitive data. With Qohash
Recon™ you can quickly find where your most sensitive data resides,
minimizing your risk and compliance costs while improving your agility.

KEY BENEFITS
Qohash Recon™ is designed to address the needs of commercial
and enterprise-scale organizations required to maintain their data
completely in-house. Intuitive results can be interpreted by in-house
staff or via your preferred consulting or service provider team.
Data remains completely on-premise. No data communication
back to Qohash
Identify sensitive data location, type, classification and regulatory risk
Export scan results to a CSV to perform custom analyses or build
your own reports
Comprehensive dashboard for interpreting data discovery results

VALUE OF QOHASH RECONTM
Modern business models increasingly handle large data sets. IT teams
need to show auditors that appropriate due care is being exercised by
users and processes. But those same teams need a lightweight, fast,
efficient way to access where that data is and what risk it might pose.
Qohash Recon™ makes it easy for your teams or your service providers
to quickly determine where users keep sensitive data, all without huge
overhead thanks to our lightweight sensor. Scans can be run one time
or scheduled in advance. With Recon™ results, enterprises can tailor
their response to the severity, impact and business needs.

Qohash ReconTM
offers targeted
functionalities to rapidly
deliver value, including
detailed reports.
Consulting Firm CISO

QOHASH RECONTM
SUPPORTS POPULAR
FILE FORMATS*
Microsoft Office Files
Google Files
CSV Files
Adobe PDF
Compressed Folders
And more...
* Contact us for the complete list

Detailed file information

Aggregated results
Exact breakdown of sensitive
information found

KEY FEATURES

WORKS WITH

Lightweight sensor for Windows and Linux endpoints and servers.
Automatically detect and classify sensitive information like:
Credit Card Number

Swift Code

Bank Account Number

Taxpayer Identification
Number

Social Security Number/
Social Insurance Number
Postal/ Zip Code

DEA Number
Employer Identification
Number

Passport Number
ABA Routing Number

More available

SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
Recommended

SCHEDULE A RECON

Operating System

Windows 10

Processor

2 or more CPU cores @ 2.40GHz +

Memory

8GB + RAM

Contact your preferred
consultancy, service provider
or Qohash directly at

CPU Architecture

64-bit

sales@qohash.com

Disk Space

Up to 1GB per each 1TB scanned

Disk Throughput

60MB/s +

to see if Qohash Recon™ is
right for your organization.
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